
BLIND DATE 1980

A workaholic needs a date for a dinner with new important clientele, but who his brother sets him up with could lead to
disaster.

You can leave a response , or trackback from your own site. In the end, Nadia humiliates David by rejecting
him to the delight of their guests as she and Walter decide to give their relationship another shot. Nadia is shy
and the two experience some awkwardness. The show centred around the idea of Cilla being a kind of match
maker, sorting out blind dates for the contestants. A change in the show's format was one of the factors in her
decision to leave the show. To make matters worse, Nadia's jealous ex-boyfriend, David John Larroquette ,
shows up and exacerbates the situation by stalking the couple all night, assaulting and attempting to assault
Walter several times, even ramming Walter's car with his own. The couple then picked an envelope naming
their destination. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. The couple would then be
sent off stage, theme music ringing in their ears, to begin their date. The contestant then had to decide which
of the three they wanted to go on a date with, whereupon Cilla would first introduce the two dates who had
been turned down, before the chosen one stood behind the wall which slid away to allow the two blind daters
to finally see each other. The Carry On team would have been proud! Locations ranged from Bognor Regis or
a date in an ice cream factory, to Anguilla or the Maldives. Whilst most of the show was devoted to the
selection of dating partners first a bloke choosing between three girls, then a girl choosing from three blokes
its other feature was watching the couples from the previous week come back and tell all about their date. The
following episode showed the couple on their date, as well as interviews with them about the date and each
other. Popularity and decline[ edit ] At the height of its popularity in the s,  Before the wedding, Walter gives
Nadia chocolates filled with brandy. The final scene shows Nadia and Walter on their honeymoon on a beach,
with a two liter bottle of Coca-Cola chilling instead of champagne. Production[ edit ] A pilot , as It's a Hoot!
Grant and Chico Slimani as contestants. A warning about her behavior under the influence of alcohol had been
given by Ted's wife, but when Ted relayed the warning to Walter, he made it sound like a joke and strongly
hinted that Walter might actually benefit from giving her alcohol. The prize for the lucky couple was to go
away on a date somewhere, chosen from one of three envelopes which each held a different location for the
date.


